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Spring time greetings to all 
UKMA newsletter readers

For this spring time edition of the UKMA 
newsletter there is news of the Annual General 
Meeting to which all UKMA members are 
warmly invited.

Articles in this issue include items from Metric 
Views including the metric transition in Canada 
and two articles describing the continuing saga 
of the metrication (or not) of British road signs.

There is also an update on your Editor’s diy 
experiences.

Notice of AGM

The AGM of UKMA will take place on Saturday 
9th July 2016 at 10:00 am at Canada Water 
Library, 21 Surrey Quays Road, London, SE16 
7AN.

The library is beside Canada Water Station on 
the Jubilee line, normally just 5 minutes from 
London Bridge Station.

The Annual Conference will follow immediately 
after the AGM. The agenda for the AGM and 
the programme for the Conference will be 
available in June.

Please see the Secretary’s comments on the 
Conference in an article on page 2.

London 
Overground 
and Jubilee 
line stations

Canada Water 
Library entrance 
is right next to 
station exit

www.ukma.org.uk
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Conference 2016

The Conference will take place only a few weeks after the result of the EU referendum has 
become known. Whichever way the vote goes, there will be implications for the UK’s stalled 
metric transition, and time will be devoted at the Conference to considering these. There will 
also be an opportunity to discuss any issues relating to units of measurement raised during 
the referendum campaign. Our readers are invited look out for such issues and to draw the 
attention of the Editor to them – half way through the campaign, the economy and immigration 
seem to be dominating the debate.

The implementation of the Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions 2016 on 22 April 
offered small but significant progress on that last significant hold-out of imperial measures in 
the UK – road traffic signs. There will be a presentation on the new rules, and discussion of 
possible future action. This edition of UKMA News also includes an article on this issue.

Following the death of Lord Howe in October 2015, UKMA has lost its principal voice in 
Parliament and its most prominent Patron. What should we be looking for in a new Patron? 
Who might consider taking on the role? There will be an opportunity for members to give their 
views.

UKMA members – this is your Conference. Please let the Editor or any other Committee 
member know if there is any matter you would like to be discussed.

Pat Naughtin’s legacy

Members who attended UKMA’s Annual Conference in 2007 will remember Pat Naughtin’s 
presentation, “Metrication in Australia – what we did right”. A few days before the Conference, 
he had produced details of what is thought to be the first proposal for a measurement system 
incorporating key principles of the metric system. This was by an Englishman, John Wilkins 
FRS, and pre-dated the metric system by over a century. This left some of us thinking, “What 
a coup! How does Pat do it?”

Sadly, Pat Naughtin passed away in July 2011. His web site, “Metrication Matters”, is still 
available for reference on the internet: http://www.metricationmatters.com/ . It contains a 
wealth of information on all matters metric, including history, conversion from legacy systems, 
arguments for and against, and so on.

Following his death, his partner, Wendy Pomroy, produced an edited version of “Metrication 
Matters”, and this has been published in paperback form. She has kindly passed two copies to 
UKMA and these are available for reference – please contact secretary@metric.org.uk. 
Readers may be interested especially in the article headed, “Metrication in a day”. At fifty-one 
years and counting, the UK clearly has something to learn.

Pat also produced a “Metrication leaders’ guide”, a resource book intended to make the 
change to the metric system easy, smooth, cheap and fast. This can be purchased as a 
paperback from his web site, or can be downloaded as a pdf:

https://ia800202.us.archive.org/20/items/MetricationLeadersGuide2009PatNaughtin/Metricatio
n-Leaders-Guide-2009-Pat-Naughtin.pdf

As with the paperback of the edited “Metrication Matters”, Wendy Pomroy has provided two 
copies to UKMA for reference purposes.

http://www.metricationmatters.com/
mailto:secretary@metric.org.uk
https://ia800202.us.archive.org/20/items/MetricationLeadersGuide2009PatNaughtin/Metrication-Leaders-Guide-2009-Pat-Naughtin.pdf
http://www.metricationmatters.com/
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Canada’s metric transition
Posted on 2016-05-09 in Metric Views by ronniec

Earlier this year, UKMA member Ronnie Cohen contacted John Bailes, President of the 
Canadian Metric Association, to ask for information about the situation in Canada regarding its 
use of metric and imperial units. John B responded with his observations. Ronnie also 
contacted another UKMA member John Frewen-Lord about the same issue. John F-L lived in 
Canada for many years, including the time when road signs were converted, and has recently 
returned from a visit. He provides his own perspective on the Canadian metric transition. 
Then, early in June, Canadian Alan Nanders visited London and met the Secretary of UKMA, 
when, inevitably, his country’s transition was discussed. Alan’s simple formula for converting 
from C to F and vice-versa was explained in an article on Metric Views in April 2015.

Here is what John B said about metrication in Canada:

“Being next door to the most metrically backward country in the universe, it is not easy to think 
about metric progress. I am a member of the United States Metric Association and share its 
frustration with the lack of change to metric usage in North America. As you may know, 
Canada started in 1970 and hoped that the USA would follow. In 1985 with no real sign of 
progress in the USA, the Canadian Federal Government declared a moratorium on metric 
conversion. All of our road speeds and distance signs had been converted, that being speed 
in km/h and distance in km. Some second-hand cars show up from the US with crappy (sic) 
speedometers with stupid units on them but fortunately they also have metric in smaller 
printing. We now have petrol sold in litres. Almost everything to do with cars is stated in metric 
and most food sold in metric with labels also showing imperial because it looks cheaper. The 
public is sort of stupid everywhere. We only teach metric in schools as a result we see signs 
like 2,500 sf instead of ft². Food often ends up in US packages like pints or ounces as a result 
of free trade with the USA. One new development is that it is now legal in Canada to sell food 
in non-metric units so you will actually see a cash register receipt showing units like pounds. 
The real problem is that some imperial units appear lower in cost so it is easier to sell in those 
units. We will survive as we always have. You are lucky you do not live next to the USA!”

He also asked UKMA to draw attention to the US habit of mispronouncing the word kilometre.

John B goes on to say:

“Basically metric in Canada has stalled since 1985. Everybody is waiting for the US and I think
we had better not hold our breath. I wish I could say something more positive.”

He ends with some encouraging news about the use of metric units for all large construction 
projects:

“We do have large construction projects underway and completed which are all metric. One is 
a huge tunnel under Niagara Falls, Ontario, to bring more water to the generators at 
Queenston, Ontario, Canada. It is complete. This tunnel is several storeys in diameter. You 
can probably Google it as Niagara Tunnel Project. It is a world-class project.”

John Frewen-Lord, with many years’ experience in the Canadian construction industry, 
describes his view on metrication in Canada in 2016, based on a recent trip, as a very 
Canadian mess:

“There have been many posts in Metric Views by contributors as to whether Canada is really 
metric or not. Having just returned from one of my many visits there, after having lived there

http://metricviews.org.uk/2016/05/perspectives-on-canadas-metric-transition/
http://metricviews.org.uk/author/ronniec/
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for over 30 years (during which I was involved in the country’s official conversion program in 
the construction sector), perhaps I can share my own views as to the current status of metric 
usage in Canada.

“My views are based on the situation in Ontario in 2016. Other provinces may be ahead or 
behind in their conversion progress. For example, Alberta – somewhat surprisingly, in light of 
that province’s perception as being part of the wild and woolly west – was often far more 
metric (and may still be) than other provinces in the more conservative east.

As I have said on Metric Views in the past, Canada is not as metric today as it was in the past 
when Pierre Elliot Trudeau, Canada’s Prime Minister in the 1970s and 1980s (and father of 
today’s PM) decided that going metric would differentiate Canada from the USA, and take 
Canada into the new world order, as exemplified by other Commonwealth countries such as 
Australia and New Zealand.

“Taking the construction industry as an example, back in the late 1970s, the construction 
industry did go metric, and, especially in the ICI (industrial, commercial and institutional) 
sectors, stayed metric for many years. I worked for a total of two decades (full and part time) 
for the Canadian Institute of Steel Construction, and all of its mandatory standards were 100% 
metric – in fact, they work ONLY in metric. Other ICI work I was involved in as a quantity 
surveyor was invariably designed and built using millimetres (I still have cost estimates 
prepared for various hospitals I worked on, all metric). Architects preferred working in metric 
units – in the late 1980s when the Toronto General Hospital embarked on a program of re-
measuring and digitising its 100 000 m² of space, the architects wanted a 15% premium if the 
drawings were to be done in imperial. Not worth it, the hospital board decided. (Today, the 
publication The Canadian Architect is still predominantly metric, with imperial conversions 
where appropriate, while the National Building Code is still only metric.)

“But then along came Brian Mulroney, Canadian Federal Prime Minister from 1984 to 1993, 
and instigator of the original Free Trade Agreement (FTA, and precursor to NAFTA), ca. 1990. 
Under huge pressure from the USA, and overriding his own chief negotiator, Mulroney took a 
very pro-USA approach to the agreement, proudly claiming “Canada is open for business” 
(and in the process dismantling much of Canada’s standards and other regulations based on 
metric measurements). It was a heavy price Canada is still paying today.

“So where is Canada now? We can start by looking at the major success story, road signs. On 
this last visit (April 2016), in nearly 1500 km of driving, both urban and rural, not once did I see 
an imperial measurement, and it has been thus for four decades now. Whether on the signs 
themselves, vehicle instrumentation, or in the press and other media, everything was 
exclusively metric (dual speedometers excepted). Conversations with Canadian residents 
reflect this – ask them about the fuel economy of their car or truck, and it will always be in 
L/100 km, as that is all they know. (The use of the upper-case L for litre is universal.)”

John F-L has supplied several illustrations to show just how metric Canada’s roads are:
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http://metricviews.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/Canadian_Roads_Article.png
http://metricviews.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/Canadian_Speedometers.png
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John F-L comments on Canadian weather reporting as follows:

“The other metric success story is the weather. Canadians are fully metric when it comes to 
expressing temperatures. Not once was the dreaded degree F mentioned, either by the media 
or by all the friends and family I met with – and we did talk about the weather quite a lot 
(initially warm, things later turned cool).”

Regarding other parts of Canadian society, John F-L continues,

“So far so good. Unfortunately, the rest of Canada’s metric situation is rather a muddle. When 
I ordered a glass of wine in a restaurant, the waiter asked whether I wanted the ‘6 ounce’ or 
the ‘9 ounce’ size. Now, I truly had no idea how big these glasses were – I never ‘got’ ounces 
before, and I wasn’t about to start! The colleague I was dining with converted these to mL –
but even he then mused as to whether the ‘ounces’ were imperial or US Customary (the waiter 
didn’t know).

“Things were better elsewhere. I visited a new attraction in Toronto, Ripley’s Aquarium of 
Canada, which was almost exclusively metric – the only imperial I saw was a depth chart 
labelled in increments of multiples of 100 m, with feet equivalents in parentheses. Otherwise 
only metric values were given.

http://metricviews.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/Canadian_Weather_Reporting.png
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“In the shops, most packaged retail items are labelled in either metric only or metric first with 
imperial following, usually in parentheses. Many items are in rational metric quantities, but not 
all. I saw shampoo in 1 L bottles and toothpaste in a 100 mL dispenser; dishwashing liquid in 
950 mL size and fabric softener in 832 mL size (weird); moisturiser sized at 470 mL; chips 
(crisps) in 200 g size; and so on. The following are some products I saw in a local 
supermarket:

“As can be seen, primarily metric – even if soft converted from imperial (in the case of the anti-
bacterial wipes).

“Least metric of all is probably the DIY market. There are two primary reasons for this:

1. The majority of products are sourced from the USA (being cheaper than they can be 
manufactured in Canada), and the USA makes few concessions to metrication (or 
even, in some instances, Canada’s legal requirement for English-French labelling).

http://metricviews.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/Canadian_Sturgeon_Info.png
http://metricviews.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/Canadian_Product_Labels.png
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2. Where a product is made in Canada, it will be metric-labelled, such as this laminate 
flooring:

3. Most of Canada’s housing stock is wood framed to a 1220 mm x 2440 mm (4 ft x 8 ft) 
module. Thus all sheet goods – plywood, particle board, drywall, etc. – are sized to this 
module. Consequently, most DIY products follow suit, which is understandable. Even 
my pro-metric architect colleague admitted he sometimes works in imperial when doing 
residential work, as that is what everything is sized in.

“That doesn’t mean that all DIY products are sized in rational imperial sizes. I saw in Home 
Depot tubs of paint sold in various bizarre sizes. They were all priced as ‘per gallon’ – yet they 
were sized as 3.78 L (US gallon), 3.45 L (?) and 3.36 L (??). Nowhere was an imperial 4.54 L 
gallon (once upon a time, the only legal gallon in Canada), or the previous rational 4 L size, to 
be seen.

“Interestingly, one can often see packaging labelled exclusively in imperial for the English text, 
and dual metric/imperial for the French text. These are usually items imported from the USA. 
Note that in the picture below the ‘16,059 cubic in’ shown in the English text has been 
converted to ‘263 159,86 cm³’ in the French text – surely 263 L would have been better?

http://metricviews.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/Canadian_DIY_Label.png
http://metricviews.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/Canadian_Cabinet_Label.png
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“On the industrial front, again US influence pervades. My son has become the manager of a 
new division in his company that is starting the manufacture of cranes and hoisting equipment 
under licence from a US company. Because he obtained his engineering degree solely in 
metric units in Canada, and has worked only in the all-metric automotive sector since, he has 
had to undertake a crash course in US Customary measures. Now, instead of working in milli-
(or micro-) metres and newtons, he is having to work with lbf and thousands of an inch.”

So what should we in Britain make of this? Despite the signage muddle on UK roads, we must 
be thankful that the UK has been able to move ahead in other areas. But when it comes to 
trade deals, such as TTIP, it seems we should beware of Americans bearing gifts.

Canadian metric innovator visits London

Readers of UKMA’s blog, Metric Views, may remember an article from April 2015, which gave 
details of an easily remembered way to convert from °C to °F and vice versa:

http://metricviews.org.uk/2015/04/celsiheit-is-back-but-help-is-at-hand/

The author of the formula, Alan Nanders, visited London earlier this month and met UKMA 
Secretary, Derek Pollard. The discussion over lunch at the Victory Services Club (VSC) 
inevitably turned to Canada’s stalled metric conversion, as described in the previous article.

The photo shows Alan and Derek in the foyer of the VSC in front of a portrait of a well-known 
proponent of both British values and European co-operation.

By chance, VSC is frequently the venue of the AGM and annual conference of an organisation 
that advocates the retention of British imperial weights and measures.

http://metricviews.org.uk/2015/04/celsiheit-is-back-but-help-is-at-hand/
http://metricviews.org.uk/2015/04/celsiheit
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Progress on vehicle dimension signs
Posted on 2016-04-22 in Metric Views by ronniec

The 2016 traffic sign regulations banning new imperial-only vehicle restriction signs were laid before 
Parliament on 23 March 2016 and came into force on 22 April.

The replacement of imperial-only height and width restriction signs over a four-year period was 
proposed but not implemented by the last Labour government. The proposals were dropped in 2010 by 
the incoming coalition, which boasted of the resulting savings but omitted to mention the estimated 
overall increase in cost to the UK economy due to the disruption and expense resulting from accidents.

The proposal reappeared in slightly different form towards the end of the life of the coalition 
government, and again was not implemented before a general election intervened.

Finally, in November 2015, the Department for Transport (DfT) published a further consultation. Among 
wide-ranging proposed revisions to the Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions (TSRGD), the 
DfT proposed that new signs indicating height, width and length limits should show both imperial and 
metric units of measurement. One of the questions asked in the consultation was “Do you agree that we 
should only prescribe dual unit (imperial and metric) height, width and length limit signs?”

This proposal to make metric units mandatory for such signs (in addition to imperial units) was 
supported almost unanimously by local authorities – 96% of local authorities and 88% of all 
respondents were in favour.

From 22 April, newly-erected imperial-only height and width restriction signs are unauthorised, unless 
they have planning permission. UKMA does not suggest that readers should take the law into their own 
hands. However, you may wish to draw the attention of the responsible authority to the relevant section 
of the TSRGD 2016.

UKMA would, of course, have preferred a rapid move to metric-only signs, including those for speed 
and distance. While the government’s proposal will result in further wasted expense before the 
inevitable conversion of all UK road traffic signs to the world standard system of measurement system, 
UKMA believes it is an important step in the right direction.

The government recognised in the consultation that “there are a number of lorry drivers on our roads 
who may not be familiar with imperial units of measurement, particularly younger drivers who may not 
have been taught imperial measurements at school” and that “this lack of understanding has been 
implicated in incidents of bridges being struck by over height vehicles.”

Existing imperial-only signs can remain in place until they become life-expired or replaced during 
routine maintenance. When they are replaced, the dual-unit equivalent sign will have to be used. 
Existing signs may remain, but will need to be replaced with dual signs at the end of their life, or if 
renewed for any other reason.

It may be opportune to mention UKMA’s recent report on vehicle dimension signs, prepared 
following inquiries to highways agencies and local authorities and entitled: “Vehicle dimension 
signs in the UK: A review of current practice, and opportunities for improvement“.

You can find the 2015 traffic signs consultation at: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/480153/traffic-
signs-consultation-response.pdf

You can find the “Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions 2016″ at: 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2016/362/pdfs/uksi_20160362_en.pdf

You can find details of the 2006 UKMA report on changeover of all UK road traffic signs at: 
http://www.ukma.org.uk/msa-summary

http://metricviews.org.uk/2016/04/progress-at-last-on-vehicle-dimension-signs/
http://metricviews.org.uk/author/ronniec/
http://www.ukma.org.uk/sites/default/files/ukma-dimension-signs-review-2014-05.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/480153/traffic-signs-consultation-response.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2016/362/pdfs/uksi_20160362_en.pdf
http://www.ukma.org.uk/msa-summary
https://www.gov.uk/gove
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2016/362/pdfs/uksi_20160362_en.pdf
http://www.ukma.org.uk/msa
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British drivers face a continuing muddle
Posted on 2016-04-29 in Metric Views by ronniec

With the end in prospect for road traffic signs showing imperial-only vehicle dimensions, this is 
an opportune moment to look at the current muddle.

A Minister of Transport once claimed that “drivers who have not received metric education at 
school would be confused by a change to metric units on road traffic signs” (Parliamentary 
Written Answer, 11 July 2002, Hansard, Col. 1116w). When the UK Department for Transport 
(DfT) was asked in a Freedom of Information request what evidence it had for this claim, it 
responded that it had none.

New signs showing lengths of vehicles will now be dual: metric and imperial. On the other 
hand, as a result of politicians’ reluctance over the past 45 years to make the case for metric 
units on road signs, all distances shown on official traffic signs are in yards, miles and 
fractions of a mile only. The private sector often takes a different view, and being subject, not 
to the Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions (TSRGD) but to Town Planning 
legislation, shows distances in metres without imperial conversions.

Distances to attractions, restaurants, MOT Centres and other private establishments are just 
as likely to be given in metres as yards. This use of measurement units reflects general usage 
rather than government policy.

Distances to car parks are also commonly given in metres:

These metric distance signs are clearly aimed at drivers. Such signs are erected for private 
sector organisations and are not subject to the TSRGD. They do not count as traffic signs but 
are classified as advertisements under the Town and Country Planning Act 1990. Under town 
planning legislation there is no restriction on the measurement units that can be shown on 
them. Could it be that the private sector, including major supermarkets and oil companies, has 
more confidence in British drivers’ ability to understand metres than have the politicians?

http://metricviews.org.uk/2016/04/british-drivers-face-a-continuing-sign-muddle/
http://metricviews.org.uk/author/ronniec/
http://metricviews.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/013.jpg
http://metricviews.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/024.jpg
http://metricviews.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/050.jpg
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As discussed in our previous article, new road traffic signs showing vehicle dimensions will 
always show both metric and imperial dimensions. Yet, oddly, metres appear alone in some 
places in the Highway Code, and drivers are expected to understand them!

Signs showing a maximum permitted vehicle height on private property are almost always 
metric. This prompts the question, “Why?”

Private sector distance and maximum height signs for drivers normally use metric units 
because health and safety legislation requires this. They are widely used, and can be found all 
around us. As a result, drivers face a mix of metric-only, imperial-only (for the moment) and 
dual vehicle dimension signs. This has led to a large number of designs for road traffic signs 
showing vehicle dimensions. You can read about the proliferation these in this UKMA report:

http://www.ukma.org.uk/sites/default/files/ukma-dimension-signs-review-2014-05.pdf

The DfT currently uses cost as the principal reason for the failure to convert road traffic signs 
showing distances to metric. The UK is alone in the world in not permitting metric distances on 
road traffic signs. The USA uses non-metric measures on traffic signs but allows metric units 
to be used as an alternative to or alongside imperial units. Surely, it would cost nothing to 
allow supplementary metric units on signs showing distances and to insist that any new signs 
or replacement signs use dual units. And it should be possible to achieve this in less than 40
years.

http://metricviews.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/Wembley_Metres_Sign.jpg
http://metricviews.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/Tesco_Height_Sign.jpg
http://metricviews.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/Esso_Height_Sign.jpg
http://www.ukma.org.uk/sites/default/files/ukma-dimension-signs-review-2014-05.pdf
http://www.ukma.org.uk/sites/default/files/ukma
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New kitchen (where millimetres matter)

Since the last UKMA newsletter, the Editor’s kitchen renewal activities have progressed faster 
than the completion of metrication in the UK!

Planning the installation was critical to achieving a high quality finish – and here is where the millimetres 
matter. Detailed drawings from the kitchen supplier were essential and the lack of ‘elevation views’ a 
problem. The drawings were followed as closely as possible, to the millimetre, for marking positions of
brackets, etc., for the placement of cabinets, cooker hoods and the like. Positions of electric sockets 
and light switches and the alignment of tiles with appliances such as hobs and sinks, in the author’s 
opinion, make all the difference to the end result.

These days, full metrication of the industry has made the task so much easier than before when it was 
necessary, for example, to fit imperial sized tiles around metric cupboards.

Plan detail transferred to walls

This image shows positioning of tiles around cabinets and alignment with vertical datum line shown at 
the right hand edge of the picture. Cabinets are cleverly designed by the manufacturers so as to ‘line 
up’ with those around corners.

The house in which this new kitchen is being fitted was originally built in the 1930s, very much in the 
imperial-only period of measurement. Applying furniture units in metric modular sizes, however, does 
not mean that a continual process of conversion is necessary. All measurements are provided to the 
kitchen supplier in rounded metric numbers and the plans are generated with no conversions required 
or even discussed! Even window and door openings round out to even metric sizes, for example the 
window is 1700 mm wide. Now is that a fluke, rounding or what? Originally, no doubt the dimension 
would have been given in inches, and no, I will not even bother to attempt a conversion! There is just no 
point.

The point is that buildings, as with all manufactured products are made with tolerances in mind. Some 
very ‘close’ such as for vehicle engines and bodies, and others such as buildings with much looser 
values. So what may have been a foot measure very conveniently becomes a 300 mm module and new 
cabinets, ovens, hobs, fridges, etc. just fit in perfectly.
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Where the millimetres do matter is where one component, such as a cabinet, and another, such as a 
door for that cabinet align with one another and the next unit along. Here, the difference between a 
2 mm gap and a 3 mm gap is so obvious. But that 1 millimetre is lost when, for example, the height of a 
standard UK door is given as 1981 mm – total nonsense.

The role of standards
Many may argue that all the above could just as easily be carried out using imperial measures. Of 
course this is true, because that is what used to happen. Now, however, all the ‘components’ are 
designed in rounded metric units and to a module as mentioned before of 300 mm. So an oven from 
one supplier will fit into a cabinet from another. No oven manufacturer, to the author’s knowledge 
makes furniture as well. The reason that it all works is the agreement to use common standards and the 
base standard for all those others is the metric measurement system.

All the above is written in a UK/European context. No equipment supplier is from another region of the 
world, so it would be interesting to learn of practices elsewhere, for example, -

 If anyone wanted a genuine US-style fridge supplied from the USA, how would it fit in with 
European cabinetry? 

 Would it be possible to connect a Japanese tap to a UK plumbing fitting?
 Do Chinese appliance manufactures meet UK/EU electrical standards?

From this author’s experience, the application of common standards makes the result cheaper and 
easier to achieve than would otherwise be the case.

A happy result!
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